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A B S T R A C T   

Bilinguals, in their foreign language, are spared from several decision-making biases. We examined this “Foreign 
Language Effect” in the context of logical reasoning, in which reasoners are required to track the logical status of 
a syllogism, ignoring its believability. Across three experiments, we found the reverse Foreign Language Effect; 
foreign language reasoners are less able to evaluate the logical structure of syllogisms, but no less biased by their 
believability. One path to succeeding in reasoning tasks is always engaging in reflective processing. A more 
efficient strategy is metacognitively tracking whether belief-based intuitions conflict with logic-based intuitions 
and only reflecting when such conflict is present. We provide evidence that foreign language reasoners are less 
accurate because they struggle to detect belief-logic conflict, and in turn fail to engage in reflective processing 
when necessary to override the incorrect, intuitive response. We propose that foreign language reasoners are less 
able to detect belief-logic conflict either due to weakened intuitions or due to a more conservative threshold for 
the detection of conflict between multiple competing intuitions. Data for the experiments can be accessed 
publicly at https://osf.io/phbuq/   

1. Introduction 

Research on judgement and decision making suggests that bilin-
guals, when making decisions in their foreign language (FL), are pro-
tected from several of the biases they would otherwise be affected by in 
their native language (NL). For example, FL decision-makers tend to be 
less affected by the framing of the decision (Keysar, Hayakawa, & An, 
2012), loss aversion (Costa, Foucart, Arnon, Aparici, & Apesteguia, 
2014), hot hand fallacy (Gao, Zika, Rogers, & Thierry, 2015), and su-
perstitious beliefs (Hadjichristidis, Geipel, & Surian, 2019). This change 
in susceptibility to decision-making biases is dubbed the Foreign Lan-
guage Effect (FLE). 

To this point, two main explanations have been proposed as to what 
mechanism is responsible for the FLE. The first of these explanations 
proposes that using a foreign language attenuates the emotional re-
sonance elicited by a problem, as the foreign language is usually ac-
quired in a low-emotion, classroom context. Therefore, FL decision- 
makers might not engage emotional processing as easily as NL decision- 
makers and in turn be less susceptible to emotionally-based biases. The 
second explanation proposes that using a foreign language promotes 

deliberation, as processing in a foreign language is less fluent. In this 
case, processing difficulties serve as a signal that more deliberative 
processes are needed and thus, the role of intuition is reduced (Costa, 
Vives, & Corey, 2017; Hayakawa, Costa, Foucart, & Keysar, 2016). 
Obviously, these mechanisms are not mutually exclusive, and the FLE 
could be a product of both mechanisms. 

In a direct test of the emotional explanation, the FLE in moral 
judgments was not mediated by emotionality (Geipel, Hadjichristidis, & 
Surian, 2015), and emotionality was similar across groups that de-
monstrated multiple types of common decision-making fallacies 
(Miozzo et al., 2020). The alternative, cognitive explanation also fails to 
fully account for the effect: no language effects were observed in the 
cognitive reflection tests (Białek, Paruzel-Czachura, & Gawronski, 
2019; Costa, Foucart, Amon, et al., 2014; Mækelæ & Pfuhl, 2019), nor 
in the deliberative use of statistical information in gambling decisions 
(Muda, Walker, Pieńkosz, Fugelsang, & Białek, 2020), or in inter-
temporal choice (Białek, Domurat, Paruzel-Czachura, & Muda, 2020). 
There is some hint that cognitive reflection, a trait of how individuals 
allocate their cognitive effort, interacts with the FLE. Specifically, the 
effects of cognitive reflection are only visible when deciding in one's 
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native but not in one's foreign language (Białek et al., 2019, 2020). 
Finally, recent research has complicated the understanding of the 

FLE, finding no effects in linguistically similar languages (Dylman & 
Champoux-Larsson, 2020; Mækelæ & Pfuhl, 2019), but observing a FLE 
in Italian local dialects (Miozzo et al., 2020). A report shows no effects 
of language in highly acculturated individuals (Cavar & Tytus, 2018, 
but see Białek & Fugelsang, 2019 for a commentary on why the evi-
dence for this claim is weak). Hence, some linguistic and cultural fac-
tors certainly play a role in driving the FLE. Considering all the above, 
we lack a good explanation for the FLE and its cognitive mechanisms. 

In the present work, we use a Dual-Process Theory framework to test 
the relative claims made by each of these mechanisms. In a Dual- 
Process Theory framework, it is assumed that cognition consists of two 
complementary processes: Type I processes are autonomous and do not 
require access to working memory, and Type II processes require access 
to working memory to cognitively decouple1 and run mental simula-
tions (Evans & Stanovich, 2013). The most prominent model of Dual- 
Process Theory proposes that, by default, people tend to use only Type I 
processes and engage in Type II reasoning when necessary (e.g., when 
they detect a conflict between two or more intuitive responses,2 or if no 
intuitive response is readily available; Bago & De Neys, 2017; De Neys, 
2014; De Neys & Pennycook, 2019; Handley & Trippas, 2015;  
Pennycook, Fugelsang, & Koehler, 2015; Šrol & De Neys, 2020;  
Stanovich, 2018; Thompson, Turner, & Pennycook, 2011; Trippas, 
Thompson, & Handley, 2017; Trippas & Handley, 2017). When re-
flecting, reasoners either try to investigate the logical status of the 
premises so that they can arrive at a valid conclusion, or they try to 
rationalize the most promising intuition (Pennycook et al., 2015). From 
this framework, one could postulate several possible mechanisms re-
sponsible for better performance on decision-making tasks. Perhaps 
individuals perform better when thinking in their FL because they, 
simply by encountering the problem in their FL, are forced to engage 
Type II processing. Alternatively, foreign-language reasoning could 
prompt conflict, either because reasoning in a foreign language pro-
duces the experience of conflict by default, or because reasoners pro-
duce no convincing intuitions, and the only route left is to solve the 
problem reflectively. 

In this work, we investigate the foreign-language debiasing effect 
and its potential mechanisms. We focused on reasoning because the 
Dual-Process Theory originated and is most strongly understood in the 
domain of reasoning (De Neys, 2006; De Neys & Białek, 2017; Evans & 
Stanovich, 2013; Thompson & Johnson, 2014). In a typical reasoning 
task, participants are presented with logical syllogisms (e.g., “All A are 
B. All B are C. Therefore, all A are C”).3 Participants are asked to 
evaluate the conclusion of the syllogism, indicating whether the 

conclusion does (or does not) follow logically and necessarily from the 
premises, while ignoring whether the participant believes the premises 
and conclusions are true in the real world. This paradigm allows re-
searchers to examine the extent to which participants base their re-
sponses on the logical structure of the syllogism (as syllogisms differ in 
terms of logical validity) and the extent to which this process is affected 
by feelings of belief or disbelief (as syllogisms can differ in terms of the 
believability of their conclusions4). In order to detect the effects of 
believability, syllogisms are counterbalanced in terms of their objective 
properties such that sometimes belief and logic cue the same response 
(congruent trials) and sometimes they cue opposite responses (incon-
gruent trials). For example, a syllogism can be valid and believable 
(congruent trial, where responding along either dimension prompts a 
‘yes’ response) or valid and unbelievable (incongruent trial, where re-
sponding along the logical dimension cues a ‘yes’ response, but re-
sponding along the belief dimension cues a ‘no’ response). Whether and 
when participants, when solving syllogisms, correctly classify them as 
congruent or incongruent is an empirical question we pursue in this 
investigation. 

Evaluating conclusions on the basis of belief is assumed to be in-
tuitive and a product of Type I processing, while evaluation of the lo-
gical structure of the syllogism, although perhaps accomplished via 
logical intuition, is usually assumed to require Type II engagement 
(Evans & Stanovich, 2013; Pennycook et al., 2015).5 Since one always 
first engages Type I processing and logic-based intuitions are usually 
weaker than belief-based intuitions, individuals typically consider the 
belief-based intuition first, and responding in line with logic then re-
quires one to override the belief-based response with Type II proces-
sing. In other words, a response in line with believability suggests a 
failure to override a Type I response with a Type II response (Handley & 
Trippas, 2015). 

The most dominant view in the field is that Type II responses are 
triggered by the detection of a conflict between multiple intuitions. 
More specifically, when assessing a syllogism, people automatically 
produce a Type I intuition related to the believability of the syllogism 
and a competing Type I intuition about the logical status of the syllo-
gism. The belief-based, but not the logic-based intuitions are affective 
(Klauer & Singmann, 2013; Morsanyi & Handley, 2012). The belief- 
based intuition simply reflects one's assessment of the believability of 
the conclusion and premises. The logic-based intuition reflects one's 
assessment of the logical validity of a conclusion, and can reflect innate 
or learned logical rules, or some logical heuristic (e.g., the atmosphere 
heuristic: promoting affirmative conclusions if the premises are affir-
mative or promoting particular conclusions if any of the premises is 
particular rather than universal; Woodworth & Sells, 1935). This logical 
intuition has to be distinguished from effortful processing of Type II, 
which fleshes out the logical structure of the premises and only then 
computes the validity of the conclusion. Reasoners have access to the 
output of both Type I and Type II processes, but have access to the 
content of only the Type II processing. In other words, for intuitive (i.e., 
Type I) judgments, reasoners will have an intuitive sense of whether a 
conclusion is valid or invalid, but for reflective (i.e., Type II) judgments, 
they also know why they believe so. Type I logical intuitions and Type II 

1 Cognitive decoupling is defined as the ability to distinguish supposition 
from belief and to aid rational choices by running thought experiments (Evans 
& Stanovich, 2013; Stanovich, 2009). 

2 Dual-process theories of reasoning have suffered circularity problems. They 
sometimes require that Type II processes will be engaged if some other process 
detects the Type I output is incorrect. This is problematic if such a monitoring 
process is assumed to be Type II in and of itself. That is, it is strange to postulate 
that Type II processes effectively trigger themselves. By conceptualizing the 
process as including belief-based and logic-based intuitions, the newer models 
of reasoning allow instead for the possibility that lower level (i.e., not Type II) 
processes detect conflict between belief-based and logic-based intuitions. Type 
II processing in such models is required to resolve the conflict, or to double- 
check the intuitive output. 

3 The middle-term “B” is redundant to assess both the believability and the 
validity of a conclusion. For believability, this is because a participant is in-
formed that both sentences including it (premises) are true, and the conclusion 
does not include the middle-term. For validity judgments the B term is also 
redundant, because the task is to assess the logical status of a conclusion which 
consists of terms A and C. Hence, the “B” term is sometimes substituted with an 
abstract word because it helps to control the believability of premises. We 
adopted this strategy in the current project. 

4 When reasoning about in the real world, premises and conclusions refer to 
real-world objects, and can be intuitively judged to be believable or un-
believable. The believability of a syllogism can be therefore a product of the 
believability of the premises and the conclusion. To avoid this complexity, some 
experiments use syllogisms that use a-true premises like “all dogs are q; some q 
bark”. These premises have no reference categories in the real world, and only 
produce logical, but not belief-based intuitions. In such cases, the conclusion is 
the only source of believability. 

5 In cases where the premises and the conclusion are a-true, one can arrive to 
a correct response via Type I processes because no belief-based intuition is 
produced (Bago & De Neys, 2017). To simplify, we further describe reasoning as 
if all conclusions would refer to categories which can be believable or not. 
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logical processing are not identical in every way. However, problems 
typically used in reasoning research have been simplified so that both 
logics (Type I and Type II) must agree. As such, belief-logic congruence 
necessarily refers to the agreement between belief and both types (Type 
I and Type II) of logic. 

If either the belief-based or logical intuition is much stronger than 
the other, no conflict will be detected and the output will simply be the 
dominant intuitive response (usually the belief-based one; De Neys, 
2006; De Neys, 2014). If, however, these intuitions are of approxi-
mately equal strength, conflict will be detected, triggering Type II 
processing. In such cases, individuals will either attempt to override a 
Type I output with a Type II output or simply rationalize the most 
promising intuition (Handley & Trippas, 2015; Pennycook et al., 2015). 
To respond to each syllogism correctly, one strategy is to focus only on 
the structure of the syllogism, ignoring the believability of the con-
clusion. A more efficient system would intuitively estimate whether 
believability will cue a correct response (which is the case for congruent 
trials), or would not (which is the case for incongruent trials), and only 
engage in reflection for the latter type of syllogism. This minimizes the 
number of trials on which one must engage reflective, Type II proces-
sing without a proportional decline in accuracy (Stanovich, 2018). 

One consequence of strong intuitions about believability is that lo-
gical validity judgments are biased by the believability of the syllogism 
(mostly cued by the believability of its conclusion, but also by its pre-
mises, see Solcz, 2011). This effect is labelled belief bias. This appears 
as a response bias: an overall tendency to endorse believable as opposed 
to unbelievable syllogisms as valid, regardless of their logical status 
(Dube, Rotello, & Heit, 2010). Because believability is usually assessed 
intuitively, belief bias is currently best thought of as an effect on Type I 
processing and not on Type II processing (Dube et al., 2010; Trippas 
et al., 2018; Trippas, Handley, & Verde, 2013). 

The potential benefit of reasoning in one's foreign language is for 
two, non-exclusive reasons: people reflect more or are less biased by the 
believability of a conclusion. If FL reasoners experience an increase in 
reflective processing but not a decrease in intuitive processing, we 
should see in a syllogism task that they are more sensitive to the logical 
structure of the syllogism, but no more biased by its believability. If FL 
reasoners experience weaker affective resonance to the believability but 
are no more reflective, we should see in a syllogism task that they are 
no more sensitive to the logical structure of the syllogism, but less 
biased by its believability. 

1.1. Overview of experiments 

In three similarly designed experiments, we presented participants 
with 32 syllogisms, either in their native language or in their foreign 
language. Half of these syllogisms were valid, and half invalid. Half of 
each type had believable conclusions, and the other half unbelievable 
conclusions. As such, half of the syllogisms were congruent (i.e., logic 
and belief cue the same response) and half were incongruent (i.e., logic 
and belief cue different responses). 

In all three experiments, we observed a decline in reasoning accu-
racy in one's FL. While still observing a FLE, ours is opposite to the 
direction typically reported. This decline in accuracy was driven by a 
decrease in the sensitivity to the logical structure of the syllogism, but 
not by greater reliance on the believability of the conclusion. This de-
crease in reasoning accuracy is caused by lower sensitivity to logical 
structure driven either by a lack of deliberation, or by distorted delib-
eration. Further analysis of our data revealed that NL reasoners were 
slower and less confident when they answered incongruent syllogisms 
incorrectly compared to answering congruent syllogisms correctly. Both 
of these responses are consistent with believability of a conclusion. This 
decrease in confidence suggests the detection of a logic-belief conflict, 
so that participants, even when not following logic, were still intuitively 
affected by it when responding. This conflict detection allows them to 
engage in reflection only when such conflict is strong enough, and 

results in reasonably high accuracy of reasoning. FL reasoners showed 
fewer signs of such conflict detection and accordingly failed to engage 
in deliberation when required. Altogether, we conclude that thinking in 
a foreign language disrupts conflict detection so that FL reasoners are 
less aware of when reflection is required. In turn, FL participants allo-
cate their cognitive effort less accurately. 

2. Experiment 1 

2.1. Participants 

Ultimately, we analyzed data from 129 participants (n = 104 fe-
male, MAGE = 20, SD = 0.96). We originally recruited 209 participants 
from UMCS University in Lublin in exchange for $5 compensation. We 
dropped the data from participants who reported understanding of the 
materials to be lower than 5 on a 10-point scale (n = 36 in NL condi-
tion, and n = 26 in FL condition) (see e.g. Costa, Foucart, Hayakawa, 
et al., 2014; Muda, Niszczota, Białek, & Conway, 2018 for similar data 
reduction policy in FLE research), and a further n = 18 whose rea-
soning accuracy was below chance (see e.g. Handley, Newstead, & 
Trippas, 2011; Trippas, Handley, & Verde, 2014 for similar data re-
duction policy in reasoning research). The understanding criterion 
prevented participants with poor proficiency from contaminating our 
data. The accuracy criterion excluded inattentive participants. There 
was substantial overlap between these criteria; among those 62 parti-
cipants who reported low understanding of the problems, the accuracy 
of 26% of them was below chance. For comparison, among those 147 
who reported acceptable understanding, accuracy of only 12% of them 
was below chance. Hence, scoring below chance is a strong indicator of 
low comprehension of the task. As reported in an analysis of the full 
dataset, our findings remain consistent if these participants were not 
removed. 

2.2. Materials and procedure 

In this and all subsequent experiments participants were tested in-
dividually in lab, on PC's. This, and all other surveys in this research 
were created in LimeSurvey (Schmitz, 2010). Participants were as-
signed to one of two experimental conditions: the NL condition wherein 
they read and answered the reasoning problems in their first language 
(i.e., Polish), and the FL condition wherein they read and answered the 
problems in their second language (i.e., English). In each condition, 
participants judged the logical validity of 32 relatively non-complex 
syllogisms adopted from Trippas, Verde, and Handley (2014), in which 
validity and believability of the conclusion was manipulated. Conclu-
sions in 16 of the syllogisms were valid and conclusions in the other 16 
were invalid; half of each type of syllogism had believable conclusions 
and the other half had unbelievable conclusions. The task was to assess 
validity of a conclusion ignoring its believability using a yes-no re-
sponse followed by a 3-point confidence rating (Not at all, moderately, 
very). We recorded response times for all validity assessments. 

To control for believability, we assured only the conclusion could be 
evaluated along this dimension. We achieved this by introducing an 
abstract term to the premises, e.g.:   

Some foxtrots are 
All are dances   
Therefore, some dances are foxtrots 

Note that the middle term (italicized word in the example above 
connecting the premises, but not included in the conclusion) is a made- 
up pseudo-word. We highlighted this term in red and instructed parti-
cipants to assume this word has no meaning. We adopted such proce-
dure from previous research (Handley et al., 2011; Trippas et al., 2013;  
Trippas, Verde et al., 2014). This is critical for controlling the source of 
believability judgments. With middle terms being pseudo-words, the 
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premises are a-believable, i.e., no believability judgments can be made 
about them. However, each conclusion can be judged as believable or as 
unbelievable. Hence, the believability judgments can be only based on 
the believability of the conclusion. Without adequate control, the be-
lievability of premises interferes with the believability of a conclusion 
even if the participants are informed to assume the premises are true 
(Crane, 2016; Solcz, 2011). 

2.3. Results and discussion 

2.3.1. Traditional analysis 
For all but ROC analyses, we used a free software JASP (JASP Team, 

2020) and plotted the results with R package ggplot2 (Wickham, 2011). 
To assess accuracy, we combined dichotomous yes-no responses 

with provided confidence ratings so that a correct response with high 
confidence was recoded into “6”, with moderate confidence into “5”, 
and with low confidence into “4”. Similarly, an incorrect response with 
low confidence was recoded into “3”, with moderate confidence into 
“2”, and with high confidence into “1”. Reaction times were log- 
transformed to reduce skew. 

Having done this, we compared the accuracy of participants across 
experimental conditions (NL vs. FL). Contrary to what could have been 
expected from past research, we found that accuracy in the NL condi-
tion was higher than in the FL condition, t(127) = 4.76, p  <  .001, 
d = 0.86, 95% CI [0.49, 1.23] (Fig. 1). Participants spent the same time 

on solving the problems regardless of the experimental condition they 
were assigned to, t(127) = 0.58, p = .563, d = 0.10, 95% CI [−0.24, 
0.45]. 

Past research on the FLE suggests that FL decision-makers benefit 
over (Costa, Foucart, Hayakawa, et al., 2014; Keysar et al., 2012), or at 
worst, show no difference from NL decision-makers (Hayakawa, Lau, 
Holtzmann, Costa, & Keysar, 2019; Mækelæ & Pfuhl, 2019; Muda, 
Walker, et al., 2020; Vives, Aparici, & Costa, 2018). We extended these 
claims into the reasoning domain. To our knowledge, the present study 
is the first to show a detriment in decision-making for individuals using 
their FL. In reasoning, the FLE appears in the opposite direction. That is, 
reasoning in one's FL is a disadvantage. 

One problem with drawing inferences from traditional analyses is 
that we cannot fully dissociate sensitivity to logical structure from bias 
on the basis of belief (Dube et al., 2010; Trippas et al., 2013). As such, 
we assess this question by using Receiver Operating Characteristics 
(ROC) curve, which models sensitivity and bias separately. 

2.3.2. ROC analysis 
ROC curve analyses were conducted using the ROC Toolbox (Koen, 

Barrett, Harlow, & Yonelinas, 2017) on the data to test the effects of 
believability and language on accuracy and response bias in-
dependently. ROCs model proportion of hits (responding ‘valid’ when 
the conclusion is indeed valid) and false alarms (responding ‘valid’ 
when the conclusion is invalid) for each confidence level. These 
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Fig. 1. Accuracy (weighted by confidence) for Experiments 1-3 and a forest plot of a meta-analytic effect size. Individual points are participant means, and group 
mean are indicated by horizontal bar. 
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proportions are plotted as a curve, and the ROC Toolbox will provide 
several parameters indexing accuracy and response bias. Accuracy re-
fers to the ability to correctly distinguish valid from invalid syllogisms 
and is usually a product of Type II processing. Response bias refers to a 
responding strategy, irrespective of actual logical validity and is a 
product of Type I processing. Liberal response bias involves an overall 
tendency (independent of logical structure or accuracy) to provide re-
sponses of “valid” as opposed to responses of “invalid”. Conservative 
response bias, involves an overall tendency to provide responses of 
“invalid”.6 

We briefly explain how to interpret the ROC curve. As a point on the 
ROC curve approaches the top-left corner, where the Hit Rate is 1 and 
the False Alarm Rate is 0, it approaches maximum accuracy. As a point 
on the ROC curve approaches the top-right corner (where both hits and 
false alarms are 1, indicating the participant is always responding 
‘valid’), it approaches the most liberal response bias. ROC curves are fit 
to the points themselves, and as such an ROC curve that has greater 
area below, or toward the bottom right, represents greater accuracy, 
and an ROC whose points are plotted close to the top right represents 
more liberal bias. This type of analysis allows us to disentangle parti-
cipants' tendency to overall endorse syllogisms (captured by the re-
sponse bias parameter β, and the aggregate decision criterion c) from 
their overall accuracy (captured by area under the ROC curve, or AUC). 

We test whether participants' accuracy in reasoning was different 
across language conditions (a main effect of language on AUC; a re-
plication of the results of the traditional analysis) and whether believ-
ability affected response bias in each of our language conditions (i.e., 
whether a belief bias is present). Finally, we test whether response bias, 
the tendency to respond ‘valid’ regardless of logical validity, differs 
between believable and unbelievable syllogisms more for NL or FL 
reasoners (a language by believability interaction). 

We used the ROC Toolbox to fit the dual-process signal detection 
(DPSD) model to our data, tabulated as frequencies within each con-
fidence bin. We did this separately for participants in the NL and FL 
conditions, and separately for believable and unbelievable syllogisms 
within each group (Fig. 2). 

A G-test indicated that the DPSD model fit both the NL and FL data 
well, both Gs ≥ 37.05, ps  <  .001. Accuracy did not meaningfully differ 
between believable and unbelievable syllogisms in either NL 
(AUCB = 0.875, AUCU = 0.842) nor FL (AUCB = 0.711, 
AUCU = 0.693) reasoners. This is consistent with claims by Dube et al. 
(2010) suggesting that believability of a conclusion does not affect 
accuracy. However, accuracy is considerably greater in the NL (average 
AUC = 0.859) compared to the FL condition (average AUC = 0.702).7 

There was no apparent believability by language interaction. This 
analysis shows that people were considerably less accurate when rea-
soning in their FL. It also shows that reasoners' accuracy is similarly 
affected by the believability of the syllogism in either language. 

For NL reasoners, response bias parameter β differed descriptively 
between believable and unbelievable syllogisms (βB = 0.76,βU = 2.05), 
and aggregate decision criterion c also differed by our inferential ap-
proach (detailed in footnote 7; cB = −0.134, cU = 0.386), t(8) = 4.03, 
p = .004. That is, participants' response criterion was significantly more 
liberal for believable relative to unbelievable syllogisms. Similar effects 
of believability were observed for FL reasoners, whose response bias 
parameter β differed descriptively between believable and unbelievable 
syllogisms (βB = 0.76, βU = 1.53), and aggregate decision criterion c 
also differed by our inferential approach between believable and un-
believable syllogisms (cB = −0.265, cU = 0.417), t(8) = 5.55, 
p  <  .001. That is, belief bias is present in both language conditions. 
The difference in response bias – between believable and unbelievable – 

Fig. 2. ROC’s for reasoning in NL (left), and FL (right) in Experiment 1. Positioning of the points on the curve represents the response bias (points toward the top-right 
corner suggest liberal response bias, greater willingness to endorse conclusions regardless of their logical status). Area under the curve corresponds to the accuracy in 
distinguishing between valid and invalid conclusions. 

6 To further clarify why one would adopt a strategy to err in a particular way 
(false alarms over miss) consider an oncologist, who would rather treat a 
healthy person (false alarm) over missing a sick patient and letting this person 
die (miss). Here, the oncologist adopted a liberal response bias. In this ex-
periment, such strategy is captured in ROC as response bias with negative 
parameter c, or low parameter β. 

7 The ROC Toolbox does not provide a standard error or other measure of 
spread for measures of accuracy, so these comparisons are descriptive. 
However, we can reasonably infer some degree of spread for our measures of 
response bias because they are approximated with a standard error by the ROC 
Toolbox. For these analyses, we compare aggregate decision criterion c using 
the largest (and thus most conservative) of the individual bootstrap standard 
errors for the individual criteria (c1 … c5) in the comparison. 
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(i.e., the degree of belief bias) did not differ by our inferential approach 
across NL and FL (ΔcFL = 0.683, ΔcNL = 0.520), t(8) = 1.26, p = .243. 
That is, believability has no less of a biasing effect on those reasoning in 
their FL as compared to their NL. 

Results from our ROC analysis suggest that FL reasoners are, com-
pared to NL reasoners, overall much less accurate but no less biased by 
believability. That is, their validity judgments are no less likely than NL 
reasoners' to be made on the basis of believability but (at least for 
conflict problems) far less likely than NL reasoners' to be made on the 
basis of logic. 

2.3.3. Conflict detection analysis 
In the analyses reported above, we established that participants in 

their FL were less accurate in logical reasoning. This could be because 
people in their FL either fail to successfully complete their Type II 
processing, or perhaps because they fail to even engage Type II pro-
cessing at all. In other words, reasoning in one's FL can either distort the 
rule-based Type II processing (i.e., logical validity), or amplify the 
biased Type I processing (i.e., believability). 

To identify the mechanism responsible for decreased accuracy of FL 
reasoners, we compared the confidence and reaction times for correct 
responses on congruent trials (wherein belief and logic cue the same 
response) to incorrect responses on incongruent trials (wherein belief 
and logic cue opposite responses). If no Type II processing is engaged, a 
person's judgement will be intuitive and predominantly driven by jud-
gement of believability of the conclusion rather than by the logical 
structure of the syllogism. Differently put, answering according to be-
liefs in these types of syllogisms usually signifies lack of reflection. 

The critical difference between congruent and incongruent syllo-
gisms used in this research is that the presumably ignored dimension of 
the syllogism (i.e., logical validity) is congruent with the dominant 
intuition (i.e., believability) in one example and incongruent in the 
other. If the logical validity is somehow processed, even when it does 
not translate to the ultimate response, it would conflict with the se-
lected response, slow down response times, and decrease confidence 
only in incongruent syllogisms but not in congruent syllogisms. If, 
however, an intuition about the logical structure of the syllogism is 
simply not produced, it cannot interfere with the belief-based intuition. 
In that case, there should be no difference between reaction times and 
confidence ratings in congruent vs. incongruent syllogisms. 

For completeness we also report the differences between correctly 
answered congruent syllogisms and correctly answered incongruent 
trials. Obviously, engaging in reflection to override intuitions should 
take longer than answering based on intuition only. Hence, it is ex-
pected that such trials take longer than congruent correct trials. 
However, no specific predictions regarding confidence can be derived 
from the theories of reasoning, since to answer correctly an incongruent 
syllogism one usually has to detect the conflict, and override it with 
reflection. In such cases, one can be less confident because of the 
conflict detection helped one to realize the task is difficult. However, 

confidence might subsequently increase because after successfully em-
ploying Type II processing one believes their response is now correct. 

Table 1 presents conflict detection indices across language condi-
tions and trial types. We analyzed confidence ratings and reaction 
times, but the former parameter seems to be a more faithful, and less 
noisy, index of conflict detection (Bago & De Neys, 2020). 

For confidence ratings, we observed that participants were indeed 
more confident in congruent trials they answered correctly as compared 
to incongruent trials they answered correctly, F(1, 126) = 16.31, 
p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.115, and compared to incongruent trials they an-
swered incorrectly, F(1, 114) = 12.83, p = .001, ηP

2 = 0.101. This 
suggests that people who processed incongruent trials were indeed less 
confident in their responses, even if their ultimate response was in-
correct because it relied on the intuitive believability assessment. 

When comparing confidence in incorrect incongruent responses to 
confidence in correct congruent responses, we also found a statistically 
significant language by congruence interaction, F(1, 114) = 4.70, 
p = .032, ηP

2 = 0.040, but no statistically significant main effect of 
language, F  <  1. Decomposing the interaction with simple effects, 
using the Sidak correction for multiple comparisons, we see that, in NL 
participants, confidence was lower for incorrect-incongruent trials 
compared to correct-congruent trials, F(1,114) = 19.97, p  <  .001, 
ηP

2 = 0.149. No such difference was observed in FL participants, 
F  <  1. When comparing confidence in correct incongruent responses to 
the confidence in correct congruent responses, no language by con-
gruence interaction was observed for incongruent correct trials vs 
congruent correct trials, F(1,126) = 1.31, p = .255, ηP

2 = 0.010. 
Eyeballing Table 1 suggests, however, that conflict detection (reflected 
in lower confidence in incongruent trials) was stronger in NL. To wrap 
up, this analysis suggests that participants who erroneously responded 
on the basis of belief were less confident in their response, relative to 
correctly responding on the basis of belief, but only in their native 
language. No such difference in confidence was observed in their for-
eign language. This, then, suggests that no conflict detection occurred 
in FL. 

To analyze reaction times, we first log-transformed them so that 
their distribution would be normal and less affected by possible out-
liers. Consistent with the findings vis-à-vis confidence, participants 
tended to respond faster in congruent correct trials compared to in-
congruent correct, F(1, 126) = 11.65, p = .001, ηP

2 = 0.085, and to 
incongruent incorrect trials, F(1, 114) = 3.26, p = .074, ηP

2 = 0.028, 
but this latter difference was not statistically significant. When com-
paring correct congruent to incorrect incongruent trials, there was no 
statistically significant main effect of language F(1, 114) = 2.23, 
p = .138, ηP

2 = 0.019, but again a significant language by congruence 
interaction, F(1, 114) = 4.35, p = .039, ηP

2 = 0.037. Decomposing the 
interaction with simple effects, using the Sidak correction for multiple 
comparisons, we see that conflict was detected in the NL condition, F 
(1,114) = 9.14, p = .003, ηP

2 = 0.074, but not in the FL condition, 
F  <  1. No language by congruence interaction was observed when 

Table 1 
Conflict detection indices in Experiments 1–3.          

Experiment Native language Foreign language 

Congruent correct Incongruent correct Incongruent incorrect Congruent correct Incongruent correct Incongruent incorrect  

1 n 80 80 68 49 48 48 
Confidence 2.61 (0.41) 2.50 (0.44) 2.38 (0.49) 2.43 (0.41) 2.35 (0.43) 2.37 (0.49) 
Reaction times (log) 1.25 (0.11) 1.29 (0.11) 1.32 (0.20) 1.24 (0.14) 1.26 (0.14) 1.29 (0.23) 

2 n 61 61 51 50 50 45 
Confidence 2.71 (0.29) 2.54 (0.25) 2.47 (0.45) 2.49 (0.38) 2.39 (0.46) 2.41 (0.47) 
Reaction times (log) 1.18 (0.16) 1.23 (0.16) 1.24 (0.26) 1.16 (0.14) 1.16 (0.16) 1.16 (0.26) 

3 n 115 115 103 124 124 108 
Confidence 2.71 (0.28) 2.57 (0.35) 2.49 (0.45) 2.52 (0.42) 2.44 (0.44) 2.33 (0.49) 
Reaction times (log) 1.14 (0.16) 1.18 (0.19) 1.20 (0.25) 1.16 (0.17) 1.20 (0.20) 1.21 (0.24) 

Note: Data presented as mean (standard deviation). No data is presented for incorrect congruent trials, because they are clearly erroneous, and very rare.  
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comparing correct congruent to correct incongruent trials, F(1, 
126) = 2.43, p = .121, ηP

2 = 0.019. 
Reasoners who solved incongruent syllogisms using their native 

language were less confident, and required more time to process them, 
compared to when solving congruent syllogisms. Reasoners who solved 
the syllogisms using their foreign language were just as confident, and 
required about the same time to process regardless of whether the 
syllogism was congruent or incongruent. Therefore, our results provide 
preliminary evidence for distorted conflict detection in FL reasoning. In 
other words, FL reasoners failed to accurately differentiate between 
congruent and incongruent syllogisms, decreasing the likelihood of 
engaging in Type II processing in incongruent syllogisms when it is 
required to override an incorrect intuitive response. In turn, FL rea-
soners responded more often with said incorrect, intuitive response. 
There is also another potential source of error due to failed conflict 
detection. Congruent trials are designed so that they are valid every 
time the conclusion is believable, and invalid every time the conclusion 
is unbelievable. Hence, responding in line with belief is guaranteed to 
be correct. Since FL reasoners failed to detect that a congruent syllo-
gism is in fact congruent, it can lead them to unnecessarily reflect in 
congruent trials, risking error due to failed Type II processing. We argue 
that failed conflict detection is the mechanism responsible for lower 
accuracy as a result of reasoning in one's foreign language. 

2.4. Discussion 

Our findings suggest that reasoners in their FL are less accurate (i.e., 
they produce fewer correct responses) and no less biased (i.e., they rely 
on believability of a conclusion at least as much) in their second lan-
guage. Our results suggest that this is because FL reasoners more often 
fail to trigger Type II processes to override intuitions when logical va-
lidity is incongruent with believability. Our findings cannot be ex-
plained by FL working as cognitive load and overloading working 
memory required for reflection. This is because conflict detection that is 
normally robust to imposing cognitive load (Białek & De Neys, 2017; W.  
De Neys, 2006; Franssens & De Neys, 2009) was distorted in FL rea-
soners. In other words, FL reasoners likely failed to detect instances 
when Type II processing is required, while cognitive load would likely 
only prevent reasoners from completing Type II processing. 

The observed decrease in reasoning accuracy in one's FL is sur-
prising given the seeming robustness of the FLE within the decision- 
making literature (but see Białek et al., 2020; Hayakawa et al., 2019;  
Mækelæ & Pfuhl, 2019; Muda, Walker, et al., 2020, Vives et al. for 
recent failures to find the FLE in decision making). One possible ex-
planation for this discrepancy is our use of pseudo-words in our pre-
mises. It is possible that these words made participants feel as if they 
did not understand the task. This perceived lack of understanding may 
have altered the approach taken by participants in the task. For ex-
ample, participants may have been discouraged from engaging Type II 
processing. Another issue is a relatively large drop-out based on self- 
reported understanding in NL. It is unclear why a participant in their 
native language would report not understanding the task, and the most 
plausible explanation is that participants may have misinterpreted the 
question about understanding and responded to this question with an 
assessment of their performance (e.g., “I don't think I did very well, I 
must not have understood the task”). 

To address these issues, we conducted Experiment 2 wherein we 
replaced meaningless words with graphical symbols to increase the 
understandability of the syllogisms. 

3. Experiment 2 

3.1. Participants 

Ultimately, we analyzed data from 111 participants. We recruited 
228 participants (n = 151 female, MAGE = 20, SD = 0.878) from UMCS 

University in Lublin in exchange for $5 compensation. We dropped the 
data from participants who reported understanding of the materials to 
be lower than 5 on a 10-point scale (n = 38 in NL condition, and n = 38 
in FL condition), and a further n = 41 whose accuracy was below 
chance. 

3.2. Materials and procedure 

The procedure was identical to Experiment 1, with one significant 
alteration. Here, we tried to reduce the potential confound in under-
standing the premises by replacing abstract, meaningless words with 
abstract, geometric shapes as follows:   

No are trees   
All maples are 
Therefore, some trees are maples 

We hoped that, with this change, fewer people would think the 
middle term of the syllogism (e.g., the in the example above) had a 
true meaning they simply fail to understand, thanks to which proces-
sing the syllogisms in their entirety would be easier. 

3.3. Results 

3.3.1. Traditional analysis 
As in Experiment 1, we found that accuracy in the NL condition was 

higher than in the FL condition, t(109) = 2.96, p = .004, d = 0.56, 95% 
CI [0.18, 0.95] (Fig. 1, Panel B). As in Experiment 1, there was no 
difference in response times between NL and FL reasoners, t 
(109) = 1.28, p = .204, d = 0.24, 95% CI [−0.13, 0.62]. 

3.3.2. ROC analysis 
A G-test indicated that the DPSD model fit both the foreign language 

and native language data well, both Gs ≥ 27.24, ps ≤ .001 (Fig. 3). 
There were descriptively small differences in accuracy between be-
lievable and unbelievable for both NL (AUCB = 0.824, AUCU = 0.795) 
and FL (AUCB = 0.733, AUCU = 0.691) reasoners. There was, again, no 
believability by language interaction. This analysis demonstrates that 
believability of a conclusion does not have a large effect on reasoning 
accuracy in either language. Consistent with Experiment 1, NL rea-
soning (average AUC = 0.809) was descriptively more accurate than FL 
reasoning (average AUC = 0.712). 

For NL reasoners, response bias parameter β differed descriptively 
between believable and unbelievable syllogisms (βB = 0.68, 
βU = 2.18), and aggregate decision criterion c also differed by our in-
ferential approach (cB = −0.235, cU = 0.468), t(8) = 4.53, p = .002. 
As in Experiment 1, NL reasoners adopted more liberal response cri-
terion for believable conclusions, demonstrating belief bias (Dube et al., 
2010). In terms of response bias for FL reasoners, β (βB = 0.88, 
βU = 1.46) and c (cB = −0.110, cU = 0.392) differed between believ-
able and unbelievable syllogisms, t(8) = 3.27, p = .011. Both NL and FL 
reasoners showed belief bias. As in Experiment 1, the difference in re-
sponse bias between believable and unbelievable syllogisms (i.e., the 
belief bias effect) does not differ across NL and FL reasoners 
(ΔcFL = 0.502, ΔcNL = 0.702), t(8) = 1.77, p = .115. Once again, FL 
show a belief bias that is similar in strength to that of NL reasoners and 
are overall far less accurate than NL reasoners. In other words, NL and 
FL reasoners were equally affected by the believability of the conclu-
sion, which suggests they comprehended the syllogisms equally cor-
rectly. 

8 Because of a coding error, demographic information cannot be tied to in-
dividual participants' data, so the demographic information presented here is 
for the total sample before exclusions. 
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3.3.3. Conflict detection analysis 
Consistent with Experiment 1, confidence ratings were higher for 

correct-congruent trials than incorrect-incongruent trials in NL, F 
(1,50) = 14.64, p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.227, suggesting that conflict was 
detected (Table 1). There was no difference in confidence ratings be-
tween these trial types in the FL condition, F(1,44)  <  1. However, in 
contrast to Experiment 1, the interaction was statistically non-sig-
nificant, F(1,94) = 2.84, p = .096, ηP

2 = 0.029. For response times, we 
found a trend suggesting conflict detection, i.e., longer decision times 
for incorrect-incongruent trials compared to correct-congruent trials, in 
NL, F(1,50) = 6.78, p = .012, ηP

2 = 0.119, but not in FL, F(1, 44)  <  1. 
Again, the congruence by language interaction was non-significant, F(1, 
94) = 2.36, p = .128, ηP

2 = 0.024. 
For completeness we report effects on confidence and reaction times 

between correct-congruent and correct-incongruent trials. For con-
fidence, participants were more confident in correct-congruent trials, F 
(1, 109) = 25.84, p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.192, and when reasoning in their 
native language, F(1, 109) = 8.56, p = .004, ηP

2 = 0.073. We observed 
no language by congruence interaction, F(1, 109) = 1.66, p = .201, 
ηP

2 = 0.015. 
For reaction times, we observed longer reaction times for incon-

gruent trials, F(1, 109) = 6.17, p = .015, ηP
2 = 0.054, no effect of 

language, F(1, 109) = 2.67, p = .105, ηP
2 = 0.024, and a language by 

congruence interaction, F(1, 109) = 6.37, p = .013, ηP
2 = 0.055. The 

interaction occurred because participants were slower in incongruent 
trials in their NL, F(1, 60) = 13.99, p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.189, but no such 
difference was observed in FL, F  <  1. In general, in trials they got 
correct, our participants were faster and more confident in congruent 
trials. 

3.4. Discussion 

The data seems to be descriptively consistent with data from 
Experiment 1. However, we found relatively weaker evidence of 
thinking in FL distorting conflict detection. We have seen that our 
participants were less confident in incongruent trials, and required 
longer reaction times, but only in their NL. In their FL, no such dif-
ferences have been observed. What can be inferred, compared to 

experiment 1, is that using foreign language does not knock out the 
conflict detection, but only weakens it. Obviously, in each experiment 
FL participants are still engaging Type II processes to some degree. 
Otherwise, their accuracy would be at 50%. 

Note that because of high attrition, both non-significant interaction 
tests might be underpowered. As a possible solution to this, we decided 
to run a third, preregistered experiment. This time we changed the data 
reduction policy to be less strict (i.e., asked about self-rated proficiency 
instead of understanding, see Keysar et al., 2012; Geipel et al., 2015;  
Muda, Pieńkosz, Francis, & Białek, 2020 for similar selection criterion), 
and further increased our sample size. 

4. Experiment 3 

4.1. Participants 

This experiment was preregistered at AsPredicted.org https:// 
aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=pd6h7r. Ultimately, we analyzed data 
from 238 participants. We recruited 305 participants (n = 186 female, 
MAGE = 22.3, SD = 2.86) from UMCS University in Lublin in exchange 
for $5 compensation. We dropped the data from participants who re-
ported their English proficiency to be lower than 5 on a 10-point scale 
(n = 10 in NL condition, and n = 15 in FL condition), and a further 
n = 42 whose accuracy was below chance. 

4.2. Materials and procedure 

The procedure was identical to Experiment 1 and 2, with one sig-
nificant alteration. Here, we tried to reduce the potential confound in 
understanding the premises even further, by replacing abstract, mean-
ingless words (Experiment 1) or geometric shapes (Experiment 2) with 
letters, as follows:   

No are trees   
All maples are 
Therefore, some trees are maples 

We hoped that, with this change, processing the syllogisms in their 

Fig. 3. ROC’s for reasoning in NL (left), and FL (right) in Experiment 2. Positioning of the points represents the response bias (points toward the top-right corner 
suggest greater willingness to endorse conclusions regardless of their logical status). Area under the curve corresponds to the accuracy in distinguishing between valid 
and invalid conclusions. 
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entirety would be easier. Such structure resembles the one used in logic 
classes, which all Polish students attended in high school, and in their 
first-year undergraduate classes. 

4.3. Results 

4.3.1. Traditional analysis 
As in Experiments 1 and 2, we found that accuracy was higher in the 

NL condition, but this time the difference was non-significant, t 
(236) = 1.25, p = .106 (one-tailed), d = 0.16, 95% CI [−0.09, 0.42] 
(Fig. 1, Panel C). As in the previous experiments, there was no differ-
ence in response times between NL and FL reasoners, t(236) = 1.09, 
p = .279, d = 0.14, 95% CI [−0.11, 0.40]. 

4.3.2. ROC analysis 
A G-test indicated that the DPSD model fit both the foreign language 

and native language data well, both Gs ≥ 67.23, ps ≤ .001 (Fig. 4). 
There were descriptively small differences in accuracy between be-
lievable and unbelievable for both NL (AUCB = 0.875, AUCU = 0.842) 
and FL (AUCB = 0.804, AUCU = 0.757) reasoners. There was, again, no 
believability by language interaction. This analysis demonstrates that 
believability of a conclusion does not have a large effect on reasoning 
accuracy in either language. Consistent with Experiments 1 and 2, NL 
reasoning (average AUC = 0.859) was descriptively more accurate than 
FL reasoning (average AUC = 0.780). 

For NL reasoners, response bias parameter β differed descriptively 
between believable and unbelievable syllogisms (βB = 0.764, 
βU = 2.05), and aggregate decision criterion c also differed by our in-
ferential approach (cB = −0.134, cU = 0.386), t(8) = 4.53, p = .028. 
In terms of response bias for FL reasoners, β (βB = 0.87, βU = 1.68) and 
c (cB = −0.099, cU = 0.395) differed between believable and un-
believable syllogisms, t(8) = 20.82, p  <  .001. Again, the difference in 
response bias between believable and unbelievable syllogisms (i.e., the 
belief bias effect) does not differ across NL and FL reasoners 
(ΔcFL = 0.494, ΔcNL = 0.520), t(8) = 0.20, p = .846. Once again, FL 
reasoners show a belief bias that is equivalent to that of NL reasoners 
and are overall far less accurate than NL reasoners. 

4.3.3. Conflict detection analysis 
Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics for all conflict detection 

indices. We first compared the critical correct-congruent and incorrect- 
incongruent trials. To remind you, both are assumed to be responded 
based on the believability dimension, with the difference being that, in 
incongruent trials, ignored validity cued an opposite response. If one 
responds along the belief dimension and did not even process validity, 
one should be just as confident in both types of trial. If, however, one 
processed validity in the background, one should be less confident in 
their decision because of the belief-validity conflict. If a difference is 
found, it evidences some degree of conflict detection, a process critical 
to triggering Type II processing (De Neys & Pennycook, 2019). 

For confidence ratings, congruent-correct trials were answered with 
greater confidence than incongruent-incorrect, F(1, 208) = 47.73, 
p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.186. Moreover, FL participants responded with 
lower confidence than did NL participants, F(1, 209) = 13.10, 
p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.060. We observed no language by congruence in-
teraction, F  <  1. For reaction times, participants responded faster in 
congruent trials, F(1, 208) = 31.35, p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.131, with no 
other effects being significant F's  <  1. These results suggest that con-
flict was detected in both languages with similar strength. 

For completeness, we report comparisons between congruent-cor-
rect and incongruent-correct trials. Regarding the confidence ratings, 
participants were more confident in congruent trials, F(1, 
236) = 46.89, p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.166, and in their native language, F 
(1, 236) = 12.87, p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.052. these effects were qualified 
by a language by congruence interaction, F(1, 236) = 4.86, p = .028, 
ηP

2 = 0.020. The interaction resulted because the difference between 
confidence in congruent and incongruent trials was greater in NL, F(1, 
114) = 38.00, p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.250 than in FL, F(1,122) = 11.62, 
p = .001, ηP

2 = 0.087. Regarding reaction times, we found only a main 
effect of congruence, F(1, 236) = 34.35, p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.127, with 
the effect of language, F(1, 236) = 1.11, p = .293, ηP

2 = 0.005, and 
language by congruence interaction, F  <  1, both not being significant. 
Hence, individuals who successfully overrode belief intuitions were less 
confident in their response compared to congruent trials, but this de-
crease was greater in NL compared to in FL. 

Fig. 4. ROC’s for reasoning in NL (left), and FL (right) in Experiment 3. Positioning of the points represents the response bias (points toward the top-right corner 
suggest greater willingness to endorse conclusions regardless of their logical status). Area under the curve corresponds to the accuracy in distinguishing between valid 
and invalid conclusions. 
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4.4. Discussion 

We found descriptively similar patterns of results as in Experiments 
1 and 2: FL reasoners were characterized by lower reasoning accuracy 
caused by lower sensitivity to logical status, and weaker conflict de-
tection. However, it is worth noting that the results of Experiment 3 fell 
short of statistical significance in several places, despite being generally 
consistent in direction with those of the first two experiments. This 
could be the case for one of multiple reasons. Perhaps, across three 
experiments we have captured the exact same effect and any differences 
between experiments are due to random chance or issues with power. 
Indeed, a clear pattern of only significant multi-study results has been 
often deemed too good to be true (Francis, 2014; Schimmack, 2012), 
and suspicious on those grounds. Additionally, we have not powered 
our studies to test an attenuated interaction,9 i.e., of the sort in which 
one groups shows an effect of interest, and the other group shows same 
effect, but weaker. This is because in Experiment 1 we observed no 
conflict detection in FL, and also because attenuated interaction tests 
require larger sample sizes than are plausible to collect (Giner-Sorolla, 
2018; Simonsohn, 2014). 

The other possibility is that there are causal differences between the 
types of syllogism we have used across three experiments. This possi-
bility is worth entertaining. One can see from inspection of Fig. 1 that, if 
differences between experiments exist, they are primarily in the FL 
condition. As such, these differences are likely attributable to language, 
and at least by the metrics of interest unique to the present investiga-
tion. Imagine, then, that we have sampled three times from the hy-
pothetical distribution of types of syllogism. These types can be cate-
gorized by dependence on language, from language-rich to language- 
poor. If language is a causal factor as we have hypothesized here, one 
would reasonably expect the effects to be strongest in Experiment 1, 
where the syllogisms most closely mirror language by implanting 
nonsense words in the premises of each syllogism. As we move away 
from traditional language, as in Experiments 2 and 3, one might predict 
that the effects of language decrease. In Experiment 3, clauses like: “All 
trout are P”, and “All P are fish”, resemble the notation typically used in 
logic classes. It should be noted that Polish students all have such 
classes both at high-school and university levels. Our observed effects, 
across three experiments, follow exactly this pattern: a large FLE when 
the syllogisms most closely mirror language and a decreasing FLE as the 
syllogisms approach formal logic. As a final point on this topic, it is 
worth considering which type of problem is likely to yield real-world 
consequences. If left to choose between language-like syllogisms and 
those that emulate propositional logic, the former more closely mirrors 
real-world reasoning. That is, the observed effects are strongest where 
reality intersects the distribution of tasks tested here. 

Because of some inconstancies in significances in the statistical tests, 
we decided to pool our data, and run two critical tests of reasoning (as 
encompassed by our problems collectively) in a foreign language: ac-
curacy and conflict detection. This way we will be able to assess whe-
ther accuracy of reasoning deteriorates in foreign language across a 
broad range of problem types, and if yes, whether it can be attributed to 
decreased sensitivity to a conflict between believability and validity of 
a conclusion. This pooled analysis is the critical test of our hypotheses 
because it has the most power to detect any effects. 

5. Pooled data analysis 

We collapsed data from Experiments 1–3, allowing data from 
n = 479 participants to be analyzed. Fig. 1 panel D presents a forest plot 
of the effect sizes of a difference between reasoning accuracy in NL and 
in FL. A meta-analytic effect size is d = 0.43, 95% CI [0.25–0.61]. Also, 

an analysis of the pooled data from Experiments 1–3 shows that accu-
racy is significantly lower in FL (M = 4.44, SD = 0.79) than in NL 
(M = 4.77, SD = 0.79), t(477) = −4.68, p  <  .001, d = 0.42, 95% CI 
[0.24–0.60]. Having enough power to do so, we explored whether this 
decrease in reasoning accuracy is somewhat different for different types 
of syllogisms with regard to their believability and validity. To this end, 
we ran a 2(validity, within-subject) x 2(believability, within-subject) x 
2(language, between-subject) ANOVA. We again found a robust effect 
of language, F(1, 477) = 21.91, p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.044, which did not 
interact with believability nor validity of a conclusion, both F's  <  1. 
All these analyses provide a strong evidence that, contrary to what 
could be expected based on the literature review, bilinguals reason 
worse when using their foreign language. 

In terms of the robustness check, we confirmed past findings on 
belief bias in which people were more accurate for valid vs. invalid, F(1, 
477) = 33.42, p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.065, and for unbelievable vs. believ-
able syllogisms, F(1, 477) = 81.37, p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.146. These ef-
fects were qualified by a logic by belief interaction, F(1, 477) = 253.14, 
p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.347. All of these effects have been found in the past, 
and were successfully replicated here (Evans, Barston, & Pollard, 1983;  
Klauer, Musch, & Naumer, 2000). 

Next, we investigate conflict detection indices across languages 
(Fig. 5). When comparing correct-congruent to incorrect-incongruent 
trials, we observed strong evidence of conflict detection in confidence 
ratings (Mcongruent = 2.57, SD = 0.39; Mincongruent = 2.41, SD = 0.48), F 
(1,421) = 70.85, p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.144; and in reaction times, 
(Mcongruent = 1.18, SD = 0.16; Mincongruent = 1.23, SD = 0.24), F 
(1,421) = 32.49, p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.072. We also found evidence for a 
language by congruity interaction, statistically significant with con-
fidence as a dependent variable, F(1,421) = 5.77, p = .017, 
ηP

2 = 0.014, and trending with reaction times as a dependent variable F 
(1,421) = 2.74, p = .099, ηP

2 = 0.006. The interaction tests indicate 
conflict was detected in NL, F(1,221) = 62.65, p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.221 
for confidence, and F(1,221) = 27.79, p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.112, for re-
action times. Conflict detection was substantially weaker in FL, F 
(1,200) = 19.92, p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.078 for confidence, and F 
(1,200) = 8.00, p = .005, ηP

2 = 0.038 for reaction times, respectively. 
In other words, reasoners who responded along the belief dimension 
processed the logical dimension (and thus experienced greater conflict) 
more in their native language than they did in their foreign language. 

A similar pattern is observed when comparing correct-congruent to 
correct-incongruent trials. We observed general evidence of conflict 
detection in confidence ratings (Mcongruent = 2.59, SD = 0.38; 
Mincongruent = 2.48, SD = 0.41), F(1,476) = 89.36, p  <  .001, 
ηP

2 = 0.158; and in reaction times, (Mcongruent = 1.18, SD = 0.16; 
Mincongruent = 1.22, SD = 0.17), F(1,476) = 52.82, p  <  .001, 
ηP

2 = 0.100. We also found evidence for a language by congruence 
interaction in confidence, F(1,476) = 7.41, p = .007, ηP

2 = 0.015, and 
in reaction times F(1,476) = 4.87, p = .028, ηP

2 = 0.010. The interac-
tion tests indicate that conflict was detected in NL, F(1,255) = 83.43, 
p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.247 for confidence, and F(1,255) = 49.33, 
p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.162, for reaction times, but to a lesser extent in FL, F 
(1,221) = 20.14, p  <  .001, ηP

2 = 0.084 for confidence, and F 
(1,221) = 11.68, p = .001, ηP

2 = 0.050 for reaction times, respectively. 
In other words, reasoners who responded along the logical dimension 
(and successfully overrode their belief-based intuitions) were more 
conflicted in their native language compared to their foreign language. 

As mentioned in previous sections, a potential problem with our 
data was that in Experiments 1 and 2 we rejected a significant number 
of participants. This could have biased the results. For example, we 
could have analyzed the data from participants who are qualitatively 
different from the ones rejected (i.e., more attentive, with higher cog-
nitive abilities, or who default to a different type of processing). We 
explored our data retaining the entire sample of participants from all 
three experiments (n = 744). We found almost identical results as the 
ones reported above, with language by congruence interactions 

9 One of the estimates is that such tests require up to 16 times larger samples 
than those required to detect the main effect (Giner-Sorolla, 2018). 
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significant for reaction times and confidence. Details of this analysis can 
be found in the Supplementary materials. 

6. General discussion 

Across three experiments, we found evidence for decreased accu-
racy in reasoning for participants reasoning in their foreign language. 
This effect can be attributed to a decrease in sensitivity to the logical 
structure of the syllogisms. That is, FL reasoners were less able than NL 
reasoners to distinguish logically valid from logically invalid syllogisms 
when asked to do so. FL reasoners were also not any less biased by the 
believability of the syllogisms than NL reasoners. 

One avenue to consistently and correctly solve syllogisms is to en-
gage reflective, Type II thinking in all circumstances. Utilizing this 
strategy incurs a large resource cost. Therefore, an alternative, efficient 
strategy would be to engage reflective, Type II processing only when it 
is necessary (i.e., when an intuitive, heuristic approach yields the in-
correct answer) and to not engage reflective, Type II processing when it 
is unnecessary (i.e., when an intuitive, heuristic approach yields the 
correct answer). Explaining how one knows whether their intuitive 
output is correct without engaging in Type II processing is a major 
challenge for dual process theories (Evans & Stanovich, 2013;  
Pennycook et al., 2015). Recent consensus is that this strategy requires 

a metacognitive ability to discern when reflection is necessary and 
when it is not, that is, to detect conflict between belief-based and logic- 
based intuitions. Thanks to this intuitive conflict detection, people 
could engage in Type II processing more efficiently, without a sub-
stantial decrease in accuracy from unilateral engagement (De Neys & 
Pennycook, 2019; Handley & Trippas, 2015; Thompson et al., 2011). 
Most recent models of reasoning suggest that the initial response to a 
syllogism is accompanied by a Feeling of Rightness. When this Feeling 
of Rightness is low, suggesting the conflict between relevant intuitions 
is detected, it can trigger Type II processing (De Neys, 2014; Pennycook 
et al., 2015; Thompson et al., 2011). Our novel finding is that where NL 
reasoners are generally able to detect a conflict between competing 
intuitions and resolve it with Type II processing, FL reasoners are less 
sensitive to such conflict. In plain words, when two intuitive, Type I 
responses (in this case outputs representing logic and belief) conflict, 
NL reasoners more often than FL reasoners realize further reflection is 
required. In turn, NL reasoners allocate their cognitive effort more ac-
curately, reflect more when it is required to correctly assess the status of 
a syllogism (and potentially less when reflection is not required) and, as 
a result, are more accurate in reasoning. 

An alternative explanation why FL reasoners underperform in rea-
soning tasks is their Type II processing is distorted. We believe this 
explanation can be rejected. We have no evidence that there is a 
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Fig. 5. Conflict detection indices for confidence and reaction times. Pooled data from Experiments 1-3.  
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difference in Type II reasoning quality between NL and FL reasoners. 
Evidence of this nature would be a difference in overall accuracy of 
reasoning (as tested in traditional analyses) or sensitivity to the logical 
structure of a syllogism (expressed as AUC in the ROC analyses) without 
commensurate differences in detection of belief-logic conflict. If this 
was observed, we could infer that reasoners detected the logic-belief 
conflict, but failed to resolve it with Type II processes. Since we ob-
served a decrease in both reasoning accuracy and in conflict detection, 
we argue the crucial difference in accuracy between NL and FL rea-
soners is prior to the engagement of Type II processes. Further evidence 
for this position arises out of comparing Experiment 3 to the previous 
experiments. We observe both a decrease in the accuracy difference 
between NL and FL reasoners and also a decrease in the size of the 
conflict detection difference between NL and FL reasoners. If the dif-
ference between NL and FL reasoners is due to differences in ability to 
detect conflict, we would expect a change in conflict detection to in-
herently pull the reasoning accuracy in the same direction. This is ex-
actly what we observe. Specifically, it appears NL reasoners are rea-
sonably well calibrated as to when they should and should not engage 
Type II processing, but FL reasoners, generally speaking, are less able to 
identify situations in which engagement is beneficial. Where NL rea-
soners have a fairly accurate barometer for reflection, FL reasoners' 
barometer seems to be miscalibrated. 

Above, we discussed our results from the perspective of the Dual- 
Process Theory. Let us now focus on the proposed explanations of the 
FLE. Previous studies about the FLE revealed that FL decision-makers 
are protected from several common heuristics and biases (Costa, 
Foucart, Hayakawa, et al., 2014; Gao et al., 2015; Hadjichristidis et al., 
2019, Keysar et al., 2012), while some other research found no such 
effect (Białek et al., 2020; Mækelæ & Pfuhl, 2019; Muda, Walker, et al., 
2020; Vives et al., 2018). The present research uses the reasoning do-
main to examine the FLE in a novel context. We see a reversal of the FLE 
in that FL reasoners are markedly worse in a syllogistic reasoning task. 
This provides us with a unique opportunity to scrutinize the mechan-
istic claims of the FLE. One potential mechanism responsible for this 
effect is that FL decision-makers might be more likely to engage in 
reflective, Type II processing. A potential competing mechanism is that 
FL decision-makers are simply less affected by the emotional, heuristic 
dimensions of commonly-used tasks. These explanations of the FLE al-
lowed us to derive several predictions regarding reasoning. Costa, 
Foucart, Hayakawa, et al. (2014) and Hayakawa et al. (2016) hy-
pothesized that, if the FLE is a result of cognitive differences between 
NL and FL reasoners, we should see an increase in accuracy for a task 
that requires Type II processing, like the one we have employed; 
however, if the FLE is a result of emotional differences, we should only 
observe differences as a result of reasoning in one's FL if the task is 
emotional in nature. Thus, in affect-poor tasks like syllogistic reasoning, 
we should see no effect of reasoning in a foreign language. 

We observe neither of these outcomes. Instead, we see a decrease in 
overall accuracy for FL reasoners. This is predicted by neither of the 
aforementioned mechanisms. Where the emotional mechanism would 
predict no difference in accuracy in affect-poor syllogistic reasoning, we 
see a large difference. Where the cognitive mechanism would predict an 
increase in accuracy for FL reasoners, we find a decrease. Moreover, we 
observe substantially less detection of conflict (between two competing 
intuitions) for FL reasoners. This calls for a revision of the explanations 
of the FLE. 

We propose a model of foreign language reasoning wherein the 
critical difference in a syllogistic reasoning task between FL and NL 
reasoners is the ability to detect conflict and allocate cognitive effort. 
There are several possible explanations in terms of the relative strength 
of FL reasoners' produced intuitions. Perhaps they have a higher 
threshold for conflict. This Conflict Threshold Model would predict that 
when experiencing equivalent conflict between competing intuitions, 
NL reasoners will detect a conflict and FL reasoners will not. This me-
chanism is not necessarily irreconcilable with the emotion-based 

mechanism (Costa, Foucart, Hayakawa, et al., 2014; Keysar et al., 2012;  
Vives et al., 2018). For example, De Neys, Moyens, and Ansteenwegen 
(2010) proposed that conflict detection is affective by nature. If it is the 
case that FL reasoners experience diminished emotion as a product of 
reasoning in their foreign language (Pavlenko, 2008, 2012), and the 
experience of emotion is crucial to the detection of conflict, it follows 
that they will be less able to detect conflict even when it is present. An 
alternative account might suggest reasoning in a foreign language 
stunts one's logical intuitions either to the point where they are non-
existent, or simply to the point they are overwhelmed by belief-based 
intuitions. This Stunted Intuitions Model would predict that FL rea-
soners' intuitions might simply conflict less with one another. A pro-
blem with this model is a lack of a language effect on cognitive re-
flection test, in which the incorrect response is intuitive and the correct 
response is reflective (Białek et al., 2019; Costa, Foucart, Hayakawa, 
et al., 2014; Mækelæ & Pfuhl, 2019, but see Thompson, Pennycook, 
Trippas, & Evans, 2018 and Raoelison, Thompson, & De Neys, 2020 for 
evidence for intuitive origins of correct responses in the CRT). Finally, 
this model would predict increased belief bias in FL, which was not 
observed in this research. 

Both of the mechanisms we propose are irreconcilable with the 
cognition-based account (Cipolletti, McFarlane, & Weissglass, 2016;  
Costa, Foucart, Hayakawa, et al., 2014; Keysar et al., 2012). It is dif-
ficult to imagine reasoning in a foreign language being both: 1) more 
influenced by Type II reflective processes, and 2) less accurate in syl-
logistic reasoning and less amenable to conflict detection. 

One might be wondering how the Conflict Threshold and Stunted 
Intuitions Models proposed here are reconcilable with past findings 
showing benefits of reasoning in a foreign language. One avenue to 
understanding this seeming disjunction is to take the position that 
previous tasks showing a benefit of thinking in a foreign language used 
tasks that do not produce conflicting intuitions (e.g., in gambling the 
only available intuition is risk aversion, in framing the only available 
intuition reflects the decision frame). Perhaps the tasks wherein FL 
reasoners show an advantage over NL reasoners have a design such that 
participants produce a single intuition, and responding in line with this 
intuition biases decisions (Polonioli, 2018). Thus, the Stunted Intuitions 
Model easily explains the results of past investigations of the FLE. If 
intuitions are troublesome in a task, stunting them will improve per-
formance on that task. If, however intuitions would be helpful in 
finding the correct response, stunting them would negatively affect the 
performance (see Polonioli, 2018 for similar claims). Further support 
for the Stunted Intuitions Model is provided by findings in moral de-
cision-making reporting that using one's foreign language reduces all 
involved moral intuitions (Białek et al., 2019; Hayakawa, Tannenbaum, 
Costa, Corey, & Keysar, 2017; Muda et al., 2018). The Conflict 
Threshold Model alone cannot explain these previous findings, as an 
increased threshold for conflict detection would result in no difference 
as a function of language in a task that requires no conflict detection. 
We therefore think the Stunted Intuitions Model is a more promising 
candidate for explaining past findings on effects of thinking in a foreign 
language. 

The present study cannot decisively distinguish between the 
Conflict Threshold and Stunted Intuitions Models. Both models explain 
our results with equal success because in syllogistic reasoning, conflict 
is binary; either it is present or it is absent. If, however, we studied the 
effects of foreign language reasoning in a task wherein the strength of 
the conflict was manipulatable, the Conflict Threshold Model would 
predict that the FLE disappears when conflict is at its highest because 
conflict will exceed even FL reasoners' increased threshold for conflict 
detection. One such family of tasks is base-rate problems (Bar-Hillel, 
1980; Białek, 2017; Kahneman & Tversky, 1973; Turpin et al., 2020). In 
a base-rate task, participants must assess the probability of a person 
belonging to a particular group (i.e., a lawyer) while ignoring the 
salient, intuitive, stereotype information they have about the person 
(i.e., fitting to the stereotypical description of a lawyer). Critically, this 
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probability can be extremely low (i.e., there are 5 lawyers in our sample 
of 1000). This is an example of a high conflict problem, wherein the 
intuition clashes strongly with the base-rate information. Less extreme 
base-rates produce less conflict (i.e., 300 lawyers in our sample of 
1000). The Stunted Intuitions Model would predict a FLE across high- 
conflict and low-conflict base-rate problems, as intuitions based on the 
base-rate will be stunted in either problem type. The Conflict Threshold 
Model, however, would predict that when the conflict becomes salient 
enough, even FL reasoners will be capable of detecting it and there will 
no longer be a difference between FL and NL reasoners. Some insight 
can be gained from the findings of a difference in moral judgments 
between FL and NL decision-makers in low-conflict but not in high- 
conflict moral problems (Chan, Xuan, Ng, & Tse, 2016; Costa, Foucart, 
Hayakawa, et al., 2014; Geipel et al., 2015). Preliminarily, this supports 
the Conflict Threshold Model, as the FLE only exists when conflict is 
low enough so as to be detected only by NL decision-makers. 

7. Summary 

Across three experiments, we show that bilinguals are worse at 
syllogistic reasoning in their foreign language. However, they are also 
equally biased by the irrelevant, belief-based dimension of syllogisms. 
This is in contrast to past findings regarding decision-making in a for-
eign language, which suggests that FL reasoners are protected from 
several common decision-making biases, especially if these biases are 
emotionally charged (Costa, Foucart, Hayakawa, et al., 2014; Gao et al., 
2015; Hadjichristidis et al., 2019; Keysar et al., 2012). We provide 
evidence that this detriment in syllogistic reasoning is due to decreased 
ability to detect conflict between competing intuitions about conclu-
sions' validity and believability. We propose two models which could 
account for this outcome: A Conflict Threshold Model, in which FL 
reasoners are unable to detect conflict which NL reasoners are able, but 
could detect conflict if it becomes so large as to pass their threshold; 
and a Stunted Intuitions Model, in which FL reasoners produce wea-
kened intuitions, and this weakening eliminates conflict either by 
weakening any logical intuitions they have to a greater extent than 
their belief-based intuitions, or so much as to reduce their logical in-
tuitions to zero. Further research is required to decide between these 
two models, or to develop a new, better fitting one. 
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